1. The Earth's Magnetic Shield Cracked, Are We Doomed?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYFt40J12go

2. ALERT: Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield Just Detected, 'A Flip is Overdue' Experts say  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFdxA8MRNmo

3. Powerful geomagnetic storm cracks Earth's magnetosphere  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82X0V7yQmoE

4. TERRIFYING! Earth's Magnetic Shield Has CRACKED And We Could FRY At Any Moment!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVERCMe9k0o

5. Earth's Magnetosphere Has Cracked ★★★  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWQnyQhQ7Xc

6. Solar flare radiation burst cracked Earth's magnetic field caused radio blackouts  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2F8Ud-gDDnU

7. The crack indicates that Earth's magnetic shield is weakening  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAJk_pi88yY

8. Study: Solar Flare Caused A 'Crack' In Protective Field Around Earth  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Doi5HTyv8I
9. CRACK DISCOVERED IN EARTH’S MAGNETIC SHIELD
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tO0hTEgFhK4

10. SHOCK ALERT: Earth's magnetic field has CRACKED humanity at risk of cosmic radiation
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG90pBbOEow

11. Cosmic rays enter Earth's magnetic field via crack
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQ0pbN91OFI

12. EARTH IN TROUBLE Magnetic Field Cracked Mandela Effect
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKzTLdebVU0

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8CfROWggDo

14. A crack in Earth's magnetic shield
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qOWEg9-VWM

15. Danger bells....
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dV5yk3PY0I

16. Study: Solar Flare Caused A 'Crack' In Protective Field Around Earth
17. Study: Solar Flare Caused A ‘Crack’ In Protective Field Around Earth

18. Scientists NOW SAY Earth’s magnetic shield CRACKING! | ED on camera for first time EVER!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIn9wch17SM&feature=youtu.be

19. Massive Crack in Earth's Magnetic Shield Discovered
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J21Fk63nxM&feature=youtu.be

20. Scientists record breach in magnetic field
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6ORU8zLq0I